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Abstract

tools appear to require more expert guidance than our
brute force state exploration tool.) After modifying
our system description to eliminate the rst error, our
system nds a second automatically. With some minor re nement of the cryptographic model, based on
general principles we present in this paper, a third run
also uncovers a related RSA-speci c error that is explained in [18] and also discovered by the third tool in
Kemmerer, Meadows and Millen's comparative study
(but not the other two tools). We also investigate Kerberos, version 5, nding a failure in a simpli ed version
based on documentation [9], and then \verifying" a repaired version that is closer to the full implementation
given in RFC-1510 [8]. One interesting aspect of the
Kerberos error is that it only occurs in a system con guration that includes more than the minimal number
of participants.
In general, we believe that a general-purpose tool for
analyzing nite-state systems may be useful for analyzing cryptographic or security-related protocols. The
main challenges that arise are:
State-space explosion, as with other tools,
Subtleties involving formalization of the adversary
or adversaries, and
Subtleties involving properties of the encryption
primitives, which may be modeled as completely
secure black-box primitives, or primitives with
other algebraic or \malleability" [3] properties.
One aspect of our approach that we believe will
prove useful is that it is feasible to modify a Mur'
system description to re ect a situation where one or
more pieces of secret information have been compromised. For example, it is easy to modify our Kerberos
description to give the adversary knowledge that two
clients are using the same private key, without revealing the key to the adversary. The method is illustrated
in our analysis of TMN to allow the adversary to generate an encryption of nm from an encryption of n, for

A methodology is presented for using a generalpurpose state enumeration tool, Mur', to analyze cryptographic and security-related protocols. We illustrate the feasibility of the approach by analyzing the
Needham-Schroeder protocol, nding a known bug in a
few seconds of computation time, and analyzing variants of Kerberos and the faulty TMN protocol used in
another comparative study. The eciency of Mur' allows us to examine multiple runs of relatively short protocols, giving us the ability to detect replay attacks, or
errors resulting from confusion between independent execution of a protocol by independent parties.

1 Introduction
Encouraged by the success of others in analyzing
the Needham-Schroeder public-key authentication protocol using the FDR model checker for CSP [10, 11, 13,
14], we have carried out a feasibility study for a related,
but somewhat di erent general tool called Mur' [1],
pronounced \Mur-phi". In this paper, we outline our
general methodology and summarize our investigation
of three protocols. First, we repeat Lowe's analysis of
the Needham-Schroeder protocol, nding a violation of
the correctness condition in a simpli ed protocol, and
then failing to nd a violation in a repaired version
of the protocol. Next, we analyze the TMN protocol [18], rst nding a simple error also identi ed by
two of the three tools described in a comparative study
by Kemmerer, Meadows and Millen [7]. (These three
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any numbers n and m, without allowing the adversary
to decrypt any messages. The fact that an adversary
can compute the RSA-encryption of one message from
the RSA-encryption of another, without decrypting, is
an example of \malleability" [3]. Since previous analyses tend to assume non-malleability, we expect that
further insight into speci c protocols may be gained
by taking algebraic properties of speci c cryptosystems
into consideration.
Some promising future directions involve automatic
translation of a higher-level protocol speci cation language such as capsl into Mur', and combined analyses using both exhaustive nite-state analysis and formal logical methods. In particular, we hope to develop
better techniques for using the results of state enumeration to simplify formal correctness proofs for potentially unbounded (or non- nite) systems, and to use
formal proofs of invariants to narrow the search space
for state enumeration. A larger limitation, to which we
have not yet turned our attention, is that we have no
way of incorporating probabilistic analysis. For example, we cannot out t our adversary with an unbiased
coin and compute the probability that a randomized
attack will compromise a protocol.

the given speci cation. For the state enumeration, either breadth- rst or depth- rst search can be selected.
Reached states are stored in a hash table to avoid redundant work when a state is revisited. The memory
available for this hash table typically determines the
largest tractable problem.
The Mur' language is a simple high-level language
for describing nondeterministic nite-state machines.
Many features of the language are familiar from conventional programming languages. The main features
not found in a \typical" high-level language are described in the following paragraphs.
The state of the model consists of the values of all
global variables. In a startstate statement, initial values are assigned to global variables. The transition
from one state to another is performed by rules. Each
rule has a Boolean condition and an action, which is
a program segment that is executed atomically. The
action may be executed if the condition is true (i.e.
the rule is enabled) and may change global variables.
Most Mur' models are nondeterministic since states
typically allow execution of more than one action. For
example, in a model of a cryptographic protocol, the
intruder usually has the nondeterministic choice of several messages to replay.
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2 Outline of the methodology
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Our general methodology is similar to the approach
used in CSP model checking [10, 14] of cryptographic
protocols. However, there are some di erences between
Mur' and FDR.
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Figure 1. Sample state graph
Figure 1 shows a simple sample state graph with nine
states (s0 ; : : : ; s8 ). The outgoing arcs in each state correspond to the rules that are enabled in that state.
While a simulator chooses an outgoing arc at random, a
veri er explores all reachable states from a given startstate (s0 ).
Mur' has no explicit notion of processes. Nevertheless a process can be implicitly modeled by a set
of related rules. The parallel composition of two processes in Mur' is simply done by using the union of
the rules of the two processes. Each process can take
any number of steps (actions) between the steps of the
other. The resulting computational model is that of

2.1 The Mur' veri cation system
Mur' [1] is a protocol veri cation tool that has
been successfully applied to several industrial protocols, especially in the domains of multiprocessor cache
coherence protocols and multiprocessor memory models [2, 16, 19].
To use Mur' for veri cation, one has to model the
protocol in the Mur' language and augment this model
with a speci cation of the desired properties. The
Mur' system automatically checks, by explicit state
enumeration, if all reachable states of the model satisfy
2

asynchronous, interleaving concurrency. Parallel processes communicate via shared variables; there are no
special language constructs for communication.
The Mur' language supports scalable models. In
a scalable model, one is able to change the size of
the model by simply changing constant declarations.
When developing protocols, one typically starts with a
small protocol con guration. Once this con guration is
correct, one gradually increases the protocol size to the
largest value that still allows veri cation to complete.
In many cases, an error in the general (possibly in nite state) protocol will also show up in a down-scaled
( nite state) version of the protocol. Mur' can only
guarantee correctness of the down-scaled version of the
protocol, but not correctness of the general protocol.
For example, in the model of the Needham Schroeder
protocol, the numbers of initiators and responders are
scalable and de ned by constants.
The Mur' veri er supports automatic symmetry reduction of models by special language constructs [4].
For example, in the Needham Schroeder protocol, if
we have two initiators A1 and A2 , the state where initiator A1 has started the protocol and A2 is idle is { for
veri cation purposes { the same as the state where A1
is idle and A2 has started the protocol.
The desired properties of a protocol can be speci ed
in Mur' by invariants, which are Boolean conditions
that have to be true in every reachable state. If a state
is reached in which some invariant is violated, Mur'
prints an error trace { a sequence of states from the
start state to the state exhibiting the problem.
There are two main di erences between Mur' and
FDR. First, while communication is supported in FDR
by the CSP notions of channels and events, it is modeled by shared variables in Mur'. Second, Mur' currently implements a richer set of methods for increasing the size of the protocols that can be veri ed, including symmetry reduction [4], hash compaction [17],
reversible rules [5], and repetition constructors [6]. In
addition, there is a parallel version of the Mur' verier [15]. Although available for internal use, the latter
three techniques are not yet in the public Mur' release.

2.

messages will be accepted by each participant in
the protocol (see Section 6 for further discussion).
Since Mur' communication is based on shared
variables, it is also necessary to de ne an explicit
message format, as a Mur' type.
Add an adversary to the system. We generally assume that the adversary is a participant in the system, capable of initiating communication with an
honest participant, for example. We also assume
that the network is under control of the adversary
and allow the adversary the following actions:
overhear every message, remember all parts
of each message, and decrypt cyphertext
when it has the key,
intercept (delete) messages,
generate messages using any combination of
initial knowledge about the system and parts
of overheard messages.
Although it is simplest to formulate an adversary
that nondeterministically chooses between all possible actions at every step of the protocol, it is
more ecient to reduce the choices to those that
actually have a chance of e ecting other participants. This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.
State the desired correctness condition. We have
generally found it easy to state correctness conditions, but we have no reason to believe that there
are not other protocols where this step could prove
subtle.
Run the protocol for some speci c choice of system
size parameters. Speaking very loosely, systems
with 4 or 5 participants (including the adversary)
and 3 to 5 intended steps in the original protocol
(without adversary) are easily analyzed in minutes
of computation time using a modest workstation.
Doubling or tripling these numbers, however, may
cause the system to run for many hours, or terminate inconclusively by exceeding available memory.
Experiment with alternate formulations and repeat. In our examples, which were known to be
incorrect (except possibly Kerberos), we have repaired the detected error, either by strengthening the protocol or, where this did not seem feasible, redirecting the e orts of the adversary. In
cases where a protocol appears correct, it also may
be interesting to investigate the consequences of
strengthening the adversary, possibly by providing some of the \secret" information.
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In outline, we have analyzed protocols using the following sequence of steps:
1. Formulate the protocol. This generally involves
simplifying the protocol by identifying the key
steps and primitives. However, the Mur' formulation of a protocol is more detailed than the highlevel descriptions often seen in the literature. The
most signi cant issue is to decide exactly which
3

The number of initiators is scalable and de ned by
the constant NumInitiators. The type InitiatorId
can be thought of as a subrange 1...NumInitiators
with the di erence that automatic symmetry reduction is invoked by declaring this type a scalarset.
The state of each initiator is stored in the array ini.
In the startstate statement of the model, the local
state (stored in eld state) of each initiator is set to
I SLEEP, indicating that no initiator has started the
protocol yet.
The behavior of an initiator is modeled with two
Mur' rules. In the rst rule, the initiator starts the
protocol by sending the initial message to some agent
and changes its local state from I SLEEP to I WAIT. The
second rule models the reception and checking of the
reply from the agent, the commitment and the sending
of the nal message.
The Mur' code of the rst rule looks as follows:

Clearly there are many calls for creativity and good
judgment; this is not in any way an automatic procedure that could be carried out routinely from a highlevel description of a protocol. However, as we gain
more experience with the method, we anticipate development of certain tools that will make the process
easier to carry out.

3 Needham-Schroeder Public-Key Protocol
3.1 Overview of the protocol
The Needham-Schroeder Public-Key Protocol [12]
aims at mutual authentication between an initiator A
and a responder B , i.e. both initiator and responder
want to be assured of the identity of the other.
As in [10], we only study a simpli ed version of the
protocol, which can be described by the following three
steps.
A B : N ;A b
B A : N ;N a
A B : N b
The initiator A sends a nonce N (i.e. a newly generated random number) and its identi er to reponder B ,
both encrypted with B 's public key K . Responder B
decrypts the message and obtains knowledge of N . It
then generates a nonce N itself and sends both nonces
encrypted with A's public key to A. Initiator A decrypts the message and concludes that it is indeed talking to B , since only B was able to decrypt A's initial
message containing nonce N ; B is authenticated. In
a corresponding fashion, A is authenticated after the
third step of the protocol. (This is not entirely correct,
though, as we shall see.)
!
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ruleset i: InitiatorId do
ruleset j: AgentId do
rule "initiator starts protocol"
ini[i].state = I_SLEEP &
-- condition
!ismember(j,InitiatorId) &
multisetcount (l:net, true) < NetworkSize
==>
var
outM: Message;
-- outgoing message
begin
-- action
undefine outM;
outM.source := i;
outM.dest
:= j;
... set remaining fields of outM
multisetadd (outM,net);
ini[i].state
:= I_WAIT;
ini[i].responder := j;
end;
end;
end;

a

b

a

b

a

3.2 Modeling the protocol

Note that the rule is enclosed by two ruleset statements. These statements make the rule scalable: it
is instantiated for each initiator of type InitiatorId
and for each agent of type AgentId. Thus, when one
changes the constant NumInitiators, the number of
rules automatically adapts to this change. The identiers of the initiator and the agent of a particular instantiation are assigned to the local variables i and j,
respectively, and can be used in the rule.
The condition of the rule is that initiator i is in
the local state I SLEEP, that agent j is not an initiator
(and hence either reponder or intruder), and that there
is space in the network for an additional message. The
network is modeled by the shared variable net. Each
network cell can hold one message of the protocol. In

Due to space constraints, we look only at the initiator part of the model in detail. The data structures for
the initiator are as follows:
const
NumInitiators: 1;
type
InitiatorId: scalarset (NumInitiators);
InitiatorStates: enum{I_SLEEP,I_WAIT,I_COMMIT};
Initiator: record
state: InitiatorStates;
responder: AgentId;
end;
var
ini: array [InitiatorId] of Initiator;
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the action of the rule, the outgoing message is constructed and added to the network. In addition, the
local state is updated and the identi er of the intended
conversant is stored in state variable responder.
Now, we consider the second rule of the initiator.

Now we give one of the two invariants we use to specify the correctness condition of the protocol, which is
that initiator and responder must be correctly authenticated.
invariant "responder correctly authenticated"
forall i: InitiatorId do
ini[i].state = I_COMMIT &
ismember(ini[i].responder, ResponderId)
->
res[ini[i].responder].initiator = i &
( res[ini[i].responder].state = R_WAIT |
res[ini[i].responder].state = R_COMMIT )
end;

ruleset i: InitiatorId do
choose j: net do
rule "initiator reacts to nonce received"
ini[i].state = I_WAIT &
-- condition
net[j].dest = i
==>
var
inM, outM: Message;
begin
-- action
inM := net[j];
multisetremove (j,net);
if inM.key=i &
inM.mType=M_NonceNonce &
inM.nonce1=i then
... set fields of outgoing message outM
multisetadd (outM,net);
ini[i].state := I_COMMIT;
end;
end;
end;
end;

This invariant basically states that for each initiator i, if it committed to a session with a responder, this responder (whose identi er is stored in
ini[i].responder), must have started the protocol
with initiator i, i.e. have stored i in its eld initiator
and be in state R WAIT or R COMMIT.
The intruder in our model maintains a set of overheard messages and an array representing all the
nonces it knows. The intruder is modeled with three
rules: one for overhearing and intercepting messages,
one for replaying messages from the set of overheard
messages, and one for generating messages using the
known nonces and injecting them into the network.

Since this rule is enclosed by a ruleset and a
choose statement, it is instantiated for each initiator i
of type InitiatorId and for each cell j of the network
net.
The condition of the rule is that initiator i is in the
local state I WAIT and that the destination of the message in network cell net[j] is actually this initiator. In

3.3 Veri cation results
Mur' was able to discover the protocol error described by Gavin Lowe [10] in 1.7 seconds. After xing
the protocol as suggested in [10], Mur' failed to nd
any additional bugs in the protocol.

the action of the rule, rst the message is deleted from
the network. The initiator then checks if it can decrypt
the message, if the message type is correct and if the
message contains the correct nonce. If all conditions
hold, an outgoing message is constructed and added to
the network, and the initiator commits to the session
by changing its local state to I COMMIT.
In our Needham Schroeder model, only one nonce
per agent is needed, since we considered neither multiple runs of the protocol nor multiple conversants at
the same time for the same agent. This allowed us
to simply model nonces by variables of type AgentId,
which represents the identi ers of all agents (initiators,
responders and intruders) in the system and thus offers one value for each agent. In the general case, however, we would have to change the model to allow more
than one nonce per agent. This change can be readily
accomplished by calling a \nonce generator" function
that yields a new value of type 1...MaxNonces each
time a nonce is needed. In fact, similar functions were
used in the case of the TMN and Kerberos protocols.

Table 1. Number of reachable states dependent on
the model parameters in the Needham-Schroeder
example
number of
size of
ini. res. int. network states
time
1
1
1
1
1706
3.1s
1
1
1
2
40 207 82.2s
2
1
1
1
17 277 43.1s
2
2
1
1
514 550 5761.1s
Table 1 shows the number of reachable states and
runtime on a 200 MHz SGI INDY when varying the
parameters of the corrected model. The size of the network is given in the number of messages it can hold.
Since the intruder is in complete control of the network,
one message seems sucient here. Similarly, since the
5

Here, the notation I (B ) indicates I impersonating B .
In this execution of the protocol, A is fooled into thinking it is communicating with B , when in fact A now has
a shared secret with I . However, it is perhaps reasonable to assume that it is impossible (for reasons speci c
to the hardware involved) for intruders to impersonate
other parties, or that some authentication step could
be added to the protocol to ensure that impersonation
of other parties is impossible. Each message in our
model had a \source" eld. In order to model the impossibility of impersonation, we simply ensured that
the intruder put no identi er other than its own in this
eld. When modeling this restricted situation, Mur'
nds another bug, after searching 3327 states:
I S : I; N S
S I : I
A S : B; N S
S B : A
B S : A; N S
I S : I; N S
S I : I; N i
Here, I uses a replay attack to force S to decrypt the
session key used between A and B . If, however, we
allow the server to keep track of previously used session
keys, Mur' searches 1070 states, and nds no bugs.
There is, none-the-less, one nal twist. The original
TMN paper suggested the use of RSA for the publickey encryption algorithm. RSA encryption has the
property that the encryption of n multiplied by the
encryption of m is equal to the encryption of mn. In
other words,
m n = mn :
Thus, an encrypted message m can be \blinded" by
multiplying it by the encryption of some xed factor
n. After decryption, the result may be divided by the
same factor n to obtain the original message.
By allowing the intruder to \blind" messages, we obtain the same attack as above (in 10,341 states), except
that in the penultimate message, the intruder blinds
N , so that the server does not realize that a replay
has occurred. Our sever refuses to accept session keys
that are duplicates of previously used keys, but in this
case is fooled because the session key it is given is not
an exact duplicate of a previous session key; instead, it
is such a session key multiplied by some factor.
As far as we know, we have uncovered (again) all
the attacks against the TMN protocol found previously by either humans or machines. The search times
(re ected in the number of states searched) were reasonably short. Unfortunately, attaining those times
required care when coding the model description for

intruder is modeled to be very powerful, adding a second intruder does not to increase the intruder power.

4 The TMN Protocol
The Tatebayashi, Matsuzaki, and Newman (TMN)
Protocol [18] is a key distribution protocol for digital
mobile communication systems, such as cellular networks. When one network node (the initiator) wishes
to communicate with another (the responder), the initiator and responder attempt, with the aid of a trusted
central server, to obtain a shared secret for use as a
session key. The original version of the protocol can be
formalized as:

A S : B; N
S B : A
B S : A; N
S A : B; N
!
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At the conclusion of the protocol, it is expected that
N can be used as a session key for communication
between A and B .
We know of two major classes of attacks against this
version of the TMN protocol. In the rst, an intruder
impersonates either A or B to the other, and one of
the parties is tricked into communicating with the imposter. In the second, the intruder is able to eavesdrop
on a communication between the participants.
Although we had prior knowledge of both attacks
[18, 7], we were able to uncover them in a natural
way using Mur'. Our analysis of the TMN protocol provides a useful benchmark, since it has been
used as a basis for comparing three other systems for
cryptographic protocol analysis [7]. The operators of
those systems also had knowledge of the attacks against
TMN, so we had no obvious advantage. In contrast to
two of those tools, Mur' requires no operator intervention once the model is speci ed.
We use a single model to obtain several variations on
these two classes of attacks. The model has various parameters that can be adjusted to indicate, for example,
how many participants are available, and how much
information the intruder can remember. In the simplest model, the intruder has no memory, and does not
even attempt to decrypt encrypted messages. Mur' is
able to nd the following attack in a few seconds, after
searching 7126 states:

A S
:
S B
:
I (B ) S :
S A
:
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Mur'. It was important to bound the amount of information the intruder could store, and the amount of
information the server could store rather tightly. We
allowed the intruder to generate arbitrary messages,
but it was necessary to prevent the intruder from generating messages that would never be accepted by the
other parties, since this lead to state explosion. We
were unable to model the actual RSA encryption algorithm, as the range of values required was too large for
our nite-state tool.
We did encounter some diculties using Mur' to
model the TMN protocol. In particular, Mur' does not
at present have a way to list all the errors found in a
particular model; as soon as one error is found, the program exits. This meant that we had to make changes
to the model to nd various errors. Speci cally, when
our adversary was suciently powerful to nd one immediate error, Mur' would not reveal additional bugs
that required only a weaker adversary. However, there
seems no obvious reason that Mur' could not be modied to output all violations of the speci ed correctness
conditions. Overall, Mur' severed our purposes very
well and was not unduly dicult to use.
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5 Kerberos

In the rst step of the protocol, the client C requests a ticket for the TGS from the KDC. The KDC
generates a new session key K 1 , which will be used
for the communication between C and the TGS. The
KDC also generates a ticket for the TGS (encrypted
with the TGS's secret key KTGS ) and sends the ticket
to C . In addition, the session key is also sent to the
client (encrypted with the C 's secret key K ). The
client decrypts the session key, generates a so-called authenticator and sends authenticator, the received ticket
and a request for a ticket for S to the TGS. The TGS
checks this message by decrypting the ticket, learning
the session key and decrypting the authenticator. Since
the session key and the client knowing this key were
transmitted in the ticket and the authenticator was
encrypted using this very session key, the client is now
authenticated to the TGS. In a corresponding fashion,
the client is authenticated to the server in the last two
steps of the protocol.

5.1 Overview of the protocol

5.2 Modeling the protocol

The Kerberos protocol [9] aims at mutual authentication between a client C and a server S . Unlike
the Needham-Schroeder protocol, it uses secret-key
cryptography. Before the client authenticates itself to
the server, it communicates with two other agents: a
Key Distribution Center (KDC) and a Ticket Granting
Server (TGS). For authenticating itself to the server,
the client needs a ticket issued by the TGS, and to get
this ticket, another ticket issued by the KDC is needed.
We study a reduced version of the protocol, which
can be described in the following ve steps. This version can be obtained from the Kerberos description
in [9] by leaving out timestamping and nonces. In addition, the reduced protocol only authenticates the client
to the server; for mutual authentication, a sixth step
were required.

The basic ideas in modeling the Kerberos protocol were the same as in the Needham-Schroeder case.
The Mur' model of Kerberos, however, had more than
twice as many lines as the Needham-Schroeder model
because of the greater complexity, especially of the intruder model. In the Kerberos case, we explicitly modeled a \session key generator" (as a Mur' function)
that yields a new session key every time it is called.
The correctness criterion was speci ed with invariants
in a similar fashion to the Needham-Schroeder case.

C

!

s

c

5.3 Veri cation results
We started veri cation on a Kerberos con guration
with one instance each of client, server, TGS and KDC.
Mur' did not nd any bug in this con guration and
explored 109 282 states in 872.1 seconds.
After we increased the number of servers to two,
however, Mur' found a problem in the protocol after
exploring 3405 states in 18.5 seconds: in the third step,
the name of the server that the client wants to get a
ticket for is transmitted unencrypted. An intruder can
change this server name (in our model by intercepting the message rst and then replaying it with a new

KDC : C; TGS
ticket for TGS
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server name) and later re-direct the message transmitted from the client to the server in the last step of the
protocol to the new server. Thus the client's communication can be re-directed to another server, without
either of them realizing. In this way communication
from an honest client might also be re-directed to a
\compromised" server.
While this problem can occur when the protocol is
implemented according to [9], the exact de nition of
the protocol in RFC-1510 [8] prevents this attack by
calculating a checksum over the unencrypted part of
the third message and including this checksum into the
authenticator. Upon receipt of the message, the TGS
checks the integrity of the message with this checksum
and possibly rejects it.
After xing the Mur' model of Kerberos by including the previously unencrypted server name into the
authenticator, Mur' nished the two-server case without nding any errors, exploring 79 583 states in 389.1
seconds.
There are several possible extensions to our current
Mur' model of Kerberos that might reveal problems
in the protocol de nition in RFC-1510. We expect the
two most promising areas to be to allow multiple runs
of the protocol in combination with adding timestamps
to the model, and to also model the remote authentication functions of the Kerberos protocol. We anticipate that one prerequisite for successfully using Mur'
on the extended model is an optimization of the intruder model to avoid the generation of non-accepted
messages.

ror and nd a second and third error took many more
hours, but signi cantly less than a week.
Mur' is intended to allow modular description of
a system. For example, there is no need to de ne a
single global state variable; each component may have
its own local state, which the Mur' system automatically integrates into a global state when the system
description is compiled. However, since the network
is used by all of the participants in a distributed protocol, it is necessary to understand all of the possible
messages by all participants when modeling the network. In the Needham-Schroeder protocol, which only
has three messages, the Mur' characterization of the
message format must have enough elds for all of the
kinds of information that occur in any of the three intended messages. These leads to a message type that
contains the following elds:

6 Discussion

If we choose to re ne the model by incorporating
more information about the encryption function, then
the message format may have to be changed, and this
may require changes to all of the components of the
system. This problem suggests that it would be worthwhile to develop translations from a higher-level notation into Mur'.

source:
dest:
key:
mType:
nonce1:
nonce2:

AgentId;
AgentId;
AgentId;
MessageType;
AgentId;
AgentId;
---

------OR
OR

source of message
intended destination
encryption key
type of message
nonce1
nonce2
sender identifier
empty

with comments that hopefully make the intent
of each message eld clear. The message type
MessageType is an enumeration type with three possible values:
M_NonceAddress -- {Na, A}Kb: nonce and address
M_NonceNonce
-- {Na,Nb}Ka: two nonces
M_Nonce
-- {Nb}Kb:
one nonce

In this section, we make some remarks on our modeling assumptions and those aspects of Mur' that
seemed particularly helpful or cumbersome. In the process, we comment on two aspects of our approach that
could be automated: formulation of the message format and optimization of the adversary, based on global
analysis of the behavior of all participants.

6.2 Modeling the adversary
Formulating the adversary is often relatively complicated and can consume more than half of the time
required to prepare a Mur' description of a protocol.
There are two main challenges in formulating an adversary to a protocol:
Formalize the \knowledge" of the adversary, as a
function of some initial conditions and the set of
messages an adversary has observed up to that
point in the run of the protocol. By \knowledge,"
we mean the set of possible entries that an adversary may insert in each message eld.

6.1 Modular system description and the
\network"
In general, it takes some e ort to describe a simple protocol in the form needed to run Mur'. For one
of us, an experienced programmer with no prior familiarity with Mur', it took about half a day to follow
the example of the Needham-Schroeder protocol and
prepare a model of the TMN protocol. Modifying the
description to eliminate all variants of one protocol er-
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Select a nite set of possible adversary actions at
any point in the run of the protocol, using the
knowledge the adversary has at that point.
The rst activity is more conceptual; the later involves
pragmatic considerations.
For the protocols we have examined, we have characterized the knowledge of the adversary as simply the
union of some set of initial data, such as public keys
and the names of participants, and the data obtained
by overhearing any message sent from one participant
to another. This is relatively straightforward, given the
message format and the assumption that an encrypted
message may be decrypted only if the adversary knows
the associated key. In particular, the initial data is
nite (and small) and the data remembered from previous communication is also nite (and small), keeping
us within the domain of nite-state systems. For adversaries of this form, we believe it will be possible
to generate some or all of the adversary description
automatically from formulations of other parts of the
system.
With more subtle cryptographic assumptions, as discussed below, it becomes more dicult to model the
adversary accurately. For example, if we want to allow
the adversary to transmit n i , on the basis of seeing only n , for small integers i = 1; 2; 3, say, then
we currently have to specify this explicitly in our intruder description. Moreover, we either have to model
the message content as an integer and perform multiplication, or model the message content as a pair and
put both n and i into the message. In this way, the
intruder model a ects the message format.
The second general intruder consideration is that
while we may want to run the protocol against the
most capable, most nondeterministic adversary possible, this may cause the analysis to run more slowly, or
consume more space, than desirable. While we have
not had to weaken the adversary, we have found it useful to optimize the adversary using information about
the set of messages that other participants will actually
accept. For example, suppose the receiver of a message
computes a checksum and discards any message without the correct checksum. Then an unoptimized nondeterministic adversary may generate messages that do
not have a correct checksum. However, these messages
would have no e ect on the protocol, if every other
participant would reject them. Therefore, we can improve the running time and space of the analysis by
rewriting the adversary to avoid generating these useless messages. Depending on the size and complexity
of the system, we have found this sort of optimization
to alter the size of the state space by one to several
orders of magnitude. Therefore, we consider it a use-

ful direction to explore automatic optimization of the
adversary.
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6.3 Black-box cryptography
With the exception of the third TMN attack, we
have analyzed protocols only under the strict and somewhat unrealistic assumption that an adversary may
generate encrypted text only if it knows the text and
the encryption key. There are two ways we have considered relaxing this assumption.
In an environment where participants have private
keys, it may be possible for an adversary to know, or
observe, that two participants seem to be using the
same key. We can model this by giving our adversary
the interkey capability of generating a message containing x i whenever it has overheard x j , for
some speci c pair of participants i and j . If this allows
the adversary to compromise a third client that does
not share this key, then we would have uncovered a
weakness in the protocol.
A second way we might weaken the assumption of
perfect black-box cryptography is through modeling
malleability [3] properties of cryptosystems. In brief,
a cryptosystem is malleable if it is possible to compute
the encryption of one message from the encryption of
another, without decrypting. Put more mathematically, an encryption scheme (  ) is a family of encryption functions, indexed by keys, together with associated decryption functions. An encryption scheme
is malleable if it is possible to compute f (x) from
x , for some function f , without knowing the decryption key K ?1 or decrypting the message. An example of a malleable encryption scheme is RSA, which
allows the encryption of a multiplicative factor of x to
be computed easily from the encryption of x.
In the TMN protocol, we explored the possibility of
sending xi , on the basis of seeing only x , without knowing the decryption key. However, to avoid the
complexity of multiplication, we did this with some
simpli cation. Since this kind of \blinding" disguises
the contents of the message completely, the particular
multiplicative factor used to blind a message makes no
di erence. Therefore, we used a single bit, indicating
that the message is blinded. If we were delving further
into other detailed properties of the particular encryption algorithms (in this case RSA), we would be unable
to make this simpli cation, but for our purposes, it was
perfectly adequate. By this method, we were able to
explore the impact of blinding without su ering undue
state-space explosion.
While an interkey assumption is relatively straightforward to incorporate using our approach, malleability
f
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may be harder to handle using only nite-state systems
since allowing a function f to be applied repeatedly to
some datum could violate any speci c nite bound the
set of possible messages.

bretiere, John Rushby, Jens Skakkebaek and Vitaly
Shmatikov.
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